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Animals
Unit objective

• Can talk about animals
Language
Target
vocabulary

Farm animals: cow, goat, hen, turkey, duck, sheep, horse
Wild animals: bat, crow, frog, lizard, skunk, owl, fox, rat
What’s this/that? It’s got (big eyes). It’s (black and white). It’s a (cow).

Target
structures

What are these/those? They’ve got (two legs). They’re (yellow). They’re (small). They’re (ducks).
Is it (small)? Is it a (bat)? Yes, it is. / No, it isn’t.
Are (the bats big)? Yes, they are. / No, they aren’t.

Revision

Colours, Adjectives
What’s this/that? What are these/those? It’s a… / They’re… (Level 1)

Receptive
language

in the day

CLIL and Wider
World language

CLIL (animals that sleep in the day (nocturnal) or at night (diurnal)): awake, asleep, day, night

at night

Wider World (life on a farm): ostrich, ostrich egg, ostrich chick

Contents
Phonics

Cross-curricular contents

• igh (/aɪ/), oa (/əʊ/) (high,
sigh, light, right, boat, coat,
soap, goat)
• word blending

• Arts and crafts: making picture cards, making an animal poster, making a class

Topics

• animals • life on a farm
• nocturnal and diurnal animals

booklet
• Music: songs and chant
• Maths: using numbers to sequence
Natural
Science:
nocturnal
and
diurnal
animals
•
• Language skills: giving information, asking and answering questions, following
instructions, acting out a story, playing games
Socio-cultural aspects

• Respect animals

• identifying and talking about animals
• working in pairs and groups
• learning to share with others

Songs and chants

Learning strategies

Values

• learning about how to respect
animals

• learning about life on a farm

• Chant: What’s this?
• Quest song: Help the farmer.
• Song: Animal crazy!

• using previous knowledge
• asking and answering questions
• following instructions
• logical thinking: deducing information from pictures and text, playing a

Story and quest

• critical thinking: identifying and comparing
• using art and craft
• predicting the outcome of a story
• reflecting on learning and self-evaluation
• personalisation of language learnt
• recording new vocabulary in a picture dictionary

• Unit opener: The characters
visit a farm.

• Story episode: Help the farmer.
• Quest item: a bucket

guessing game, using a process of elimination to find answers
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Key competences
Linguistic competence: Use language as an instrument for communication (L. 1 to Review)
Mathematical, science and technology competences: Use numbering to complete a task (L. 1 to Review);
Learn about animals (L. 1 to Review); Understand which animals sleep in the day or at night (L. 6);
Learn about a farm (L. 7)
Digital competences: Use digital tools; Use Poptropica English Islands digital tools (L. 1 to Review)
Social and civic competences: Make and accept rules for working together and codes of conduct (L. 1 to Review);
Learn about how to respect animals (L. 5)
Cultural awareness and expression: Develop and value initiative, imagination and creativity (L. 5, 6 and 7)
Learning to learn: Reflect on what has been learnt and self-evaluate progress (Review)
Initiative and entrepreneurship: Develop one’s own criteria and social skills (L. 1 to Review)

Skills
Listening

Reading

• Can recognise familiar words and phrases in short,
simple songs or chants
• Can identify everyday objects, people or animals in
their immediate surroundings or in pictures from
short, basic descriptions (e.g. colour, size), if spoken
slowly and clearly
• Can recognise familiar words in short phrases and
sentences spoken slowly and clearly, if supported by
pictures or gestures

• Can understand basic phrases in short, simple texts
• Can follow simple dialogues in short illustrated stories,

Speaking

Writing

• Can recite a short, simple rhyme or chant
• Can sing a basic song from memory
• Can take part in basic games that use fixed

• Can label simple pictures related to familiar topics

if they can listen while reading
• Can understand basic sentences describing someone’s
physical appearance, (e.g. eye/hair colour, height),
if supported by pictures
• Can get the gist of short, simple texts on familiar
topics, if supported by pictures

by copying single words

expressions or rhymes

• Can describe someone’s physical appearance in a
basic way, if guided by questions or prompts

Classroom ideas

Take-home English

• Play flashcard and team games.
• Play animal mime and guessing games.
• Make a farm scene.
• Play Animal Bingo.
• Make a night-time drawing.
• Photocopiables

• Letters for parents. When you begin Unit 5, complete and give
pupils a copy of the Unit letter (see digital tools). This explains
what pupils are going to learn in this unit.
• Home–School link. Pupils draw their favourite animal and
describe it to their family (L. 5); Pupils show their animal fact
file to their family (L. 7).
• Craft activities. Pupils can take home their animal drawings,
their animal fact files or the ostrich egg and chick.

Evaluation
Self-assessment
• I can identify animals.
• I can ask and answer questions
about animals.

Resources

• Pupil’s Book pp. 60 and 61
• Activity Book p. 47
• Grammar reference (Active Teach)
• Unit 5 Extra practice (Active Teach)

• Picture dictionary

(Activity Book p. 83)

• Test Booklet – Unit 5, p. 24
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Lesson 1

Audioscript
CD2, Track 20
CH = CHARLIE RO = ROSE
CH: Rose! It’s a farm!
RO: Look at the animals.
CH: Look, Rose! It’s a cow. It’s black and white.
RO: And look! It’s a goat.
CH: Oh, yes! Look, it’s a turkey.
RO: What are these? Are they turkeys, too?
CH: No, they aren’t. They’re ducks.
RO: Look at the hen.
CH: What are those? They’re white and black.
RO: They’re sheep!
CH: Look at the horse! It’s grey and it’s big! I love
the farm.
RO: Me, too!

Lesson objective
To identify farm animals
Target language
cow, sheep, turkey, goat, duck, horse, hen
Materials
Learning Adventure Poster; Audio; small
pieces of paper or coins; Flashcards – Animals;
Wordcards – Animals
Optional activity materials
Photocopiable 5.1

Warm-up

• Ask pupils to recall what they’ve learnt so far.

Name different categories (e.g. toys, numbers, family,
parts of the body and face). Pupils call out words in
these categories.
• Remind pupils of Charlie’s quest to be an Amazing
Helper. Ask who Charlie, Rose and Ola helped in the
last unit. (the doctor)

• Play the audio again. Ask pupils to point at each animal
as they hear the word.

3

and have pupils listen first.
Audioscript
duck turkey

T hin k

What do you know?

• Open books and ask pupils to look at the main scene.

Ask, What are we learning today? Write the lesson
objective on the board: We’re learning words for
farm animals.
• Close books. Ask pupils what English words they know
for animals, e.g. cat, dog. Write them on the board.
• Refer to the Learning Adventure Poster and say, Great!
You are already moving along your learning adventure!

Listen and circle.

• Ask pupils to look at the scene again. Play the audio

Learning adventure
1

2.21

sheep

goat

cow

CD2, Track 21
hen horse

• Play the audio again. Have pupils circle the animals as
they hear them.

• Check answers with the class.
Practice
4

2.22

Listen and say.

• Play the audio. Pupils listen and repeat the words,

while pointing at the animals in the main illustration.

Presentation

• Pupils look at the main illustration. Ask, Where are

they? (They’re at a farm.) Point at the farmer and ask,
Who’s he? (He’s a farmer.)
• Present the new vocabulary with the animal flashcards.
Stick the flashcards on the board, then point at each
one and say the animal word. Pupils find the animals in
the main illustration.
2

2.20

Listen and find.

• Ask pupils which animals they can see. Ask, What’s

this? What colour is it?
• Ask pupils to look at the scene in their books and listen
as you play the audio.

Audioscript
horse sheep

turkey

hen

duck

CD2, Track 22
goat cow

• Pupils put all the animal words together. Then one

pupil turns away while his/her partner covers up an
animal with a piece of paper. The other pupil has to say
which animal is covered up. They take turns, covering
up more pictures each time to make it more difficult.

• Stick the Wordcards – Animals on the board. Point at

each in turn and pupils read the words aloud. Then
stick the animal flashcards next to the wordcards.
Make intentional mistakes (e.g. stick the cow flashcard
next to the horse wordcard). Pupils put their hands up
when you make a mistake and come and correct it.
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5

5 Animals

2:24

1

What do you know?

1

2:20

Look and write.
What’s this/that?

It’s got big eyes.
It’s black and white. It’s a cow.

numbered
ingot
the
are these/animals
They’ve
two legs. They’re yellow.
• Pupils find theWhat
sheep

T h i nk

2

Activity Book page 40

Listen and find.

those?
They’re small.
They’re ducks.
picture and complete
the numbered
labels
with the correct animal words.they’ve
Check
= theythe
have
activity by saying the numbers and asking
pupils to say the animal word.
cow
hen

horse

ANSWER KEY
1 goat 2 sheep 3 cow 4 horse 5 hen
6 duck 7 turkey
turkey

Learning adventure
goat

What’s this? What’s this?
It’s got a big nose. It’s big and grey.
It’s a horse!
YES!

4

52

2:21

2:22

Listen and say.

Lesson 1

5

2:23

Listen and chant.

2.23

adventure now? Ask pupils which words they
find easiest or most difficult to remember.
Tell pupils, Well done! to reinforce1the
Qu
progressduck
they are making.

Can identify farm animals

Pop quiz

What’s this?
It’s got long
legs. It’s black
and white.

and answer.

pupils, Where
are youc on your learning
• Ask
a
b
d

Listen and circle.

Chant
5

m

t
es

3

What are these? What are these?
They’ve got two legs. They’re small and brown.
They’re hens!
YES!

2:25

munic

e
at

Co

Ask pupils, How many animal words do
you know now? Give pupils a minute to
6
Listen and number. Then ask
tell their partner
the new words they know.

2:26

It’s a cow.

How can we help today? Help the farmer!
At the castle, with dinner, at the cave,
the doctor and… the farmer!
Help the farmer today!

Play a guessing game. Say, I’m big.
Can ask and
answer questions about farm animals
black and white. I’ve got four
legs.
Pupils guess the animal. (a cow) Repeat with
other animals. Then ask pupils to continue
the game in pairs.
Lesson
I’m2

Listen and chant.

• Pupils close their books. Play the chant and ask pupils to listen
for any animals. Then play the chant again. This time pause it,
for pupils to call out the correct animal each time.
• Divide the class into two groups. Group 1 are horses and
Group 2 are hens. Group 2 chants the first verse, while group
1 mimes being horses. Then Group 1 chants the second verse
while Group 2 mimes being hens. Use the karaoke version of
the chant (see Active Teach). Pupils chant along to the music,
reading the text in the Pupil’s Book.
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Lesson 2

Target language
What’s this/that? It’s got (big eyes).
It’s (black and white). It’s a (cow).
What are these/those? They’ve got (two legs).
They’re (yellow). They’re (small). They’re (ducks).

6

munic

Listen and number. Then ask and
answer.

• Pupils look at the pictures and say what animals they

can see. Ask, e.g. What’s this/that? What are these/
those? What colour is it/are they? How many legs has
it/have they got?
• Play the audio. Pupils listen and number the pictures.
Audioscript
CD2, Track 25
1 What’s this? It’s got long legs.
It’s black and white.
It’s a cow!
Yes. That’s right!
2 What are those? They’ve got short legs.
They’re white.
They’re sheep!
Yes, that’s right!
3 What’s this? It’s got small ears. It’s black.
It’s a horse!
No, it isn’t. It’s a goat!
4 What’s that? It’s got big wings. It’s grey.
It’s a duck.
No, it isn’t. It’s a turkey.

Materials
Audio; Flashcards – Animals
Optional activity materials
Materials for the Make a farm activity; slips of paper
for the reading race; Photocopiable 5.1

Warm-up

• Divide pupils into two teams and ask them to stand in

two lines. Whisper an animal word to the first pupil in
each line. He/She whispers the word to the next pupil,
and so on. The last pupil in each line draws the animal
on the board. Continue with another word.

Learning adventure

2.25

m

e
at

Lesson objective
To ask and answer questions about farm animals
using What’s this/that? and What are these/those?

Practice
Co

5

• Pupils can then work in pairs, taking turns to describe
an animal for their partner to guess. Use the speech
bubbles on the page as a model.

Open books and ask pupils to look at the activities.
Ask, What are we learning today? Write the lesson
objective on the board: We’re learning to ask and
answer questions about farm animals.

ANSWER KEY
1c 2d 3a 4b

Presentation

• With books closed, ask which animals pupils can

2.24

Look!

• Play the audio and have pupils listen and follow the

Look! box. Then play it again, asking pupils to listen and
repeat after you.
• Pupils then ask and answer in pairs.

Quest
Qu

t
es

remember seeing on the farm and what colour they
are. Pupils then open their books and check their
answers.
• Point at the different animals. Ask questions about
the animals using, What’s this/that? What are these/
those? Has it got… ? How many… ? What colour are
they?, etc. Revise wings and tail by including them in
the questions, e.g. Have the sheep got wings? (No, they
haven’t.) Has the horse got a tail? (Yes, it has.)

2.26

Listen and sing.

• Ask pupils to look carefully at the scene on pp. 52–53.

Remind them that Rose and Charlie want to win the
Amazing Helper Award, but to do so, they need to help
people around the island.
• Play the Quest song. Ask pupils to listen and sing along.
Audioscript
CD2, Track 26
Stand up, jump up, come on a quest.
Come on a quest today.
Turn around, sit down, come on a quest.
How can we help today? Help the farmer!
At the castle, with dinner, at the cave, the doctor
and… the farmer!
Help the farmer today!
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5
3
2:24

sheep

What’s this/that?

It’s got big eyes.
It’s black and white. It’s a cow.

What are these/
those?

They’ve got two legs. They’re yellow.
They’re small. They’re ducks.

Look at Activity 2. Read, write and
colour.

• Pupils read the descriptions and write the

animal word in the space provided. Make sure
that pupils are using the singular or plural
form of the nouns correctly. Pupils can then
colour in the animals.

they’ve = they have

cow
hen

ANSWER KEY
1 sheep 2 duck

turkey

Co

e
at

What’s this?
It’s big and grey.
orse!
!

m

a

Listen and number. Then ask
and answer.
b

duck

Qu

t
es

What are these?
ey’re small and brown.
hens!
!

c

2:26

and chant.

d

It’s a cow.

1

Island Adventure Game

• Direct pupils’ attention to the bucket card.

How can we help today? Help the farmer!
At the castle, with dinner, at the cave,
the doctor and… the farmer!
Help the farmer today!

Lesson 2

Can identify farm animals

Stick Flashcards – Animals on the board.
Ask a pupil to think of one of the animals.
Ask them questions to guess which one, e.g. Is
it (big)? Is it (white)? Is it a (sheep)? Then ask a
volunteer to think of a different animal for the
class to guess. Encourage pupils to ask
questions and prompt as necessary.

What’s this?
It’s got long
legs. It’s black
and white.

munic

2:25

4 horses

Pop quiz

goat

6

3 goat

Can ask and answer questions about farm animals

53

Tell pupils to go to the Island Adventure
Game and find the item. Once pupils click on
the card within the game they are taken to a
supplementary language task.

Activity Book page 41
2

2.27

Listen and number.

• Play the audio, pausing after each description for pupils to say
the animals. Then play it again for pupils to listen and number
the pictures.

Audioscript
CD2, Track 27
1 What are these?
They’ve got fat bodies and black legs. They’re sheep.
2 What’s this?
It’s got a big mouth and two big feet. It’s a duck.
3 What’s that?
It’s got a thin body and big ears. It’s a goat.
4 What are those?
They’re big and black and they’ve got long tails. They’re
horses.

ANSWER KEY
1d 2a 3c 4b
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5

Lesson 3
Lesson objective
To identify wild animals
Target language
bat, crow, frog, lizard, skunk, owl, fox, rat
Materials
Learning Adventure Poster; Audio;
Flashcards – Animals; Wordcards – Animals; Cut-out 5
Optional activity materials
Photocopiable 5.2; Photocopiable 5.3

Warm-up

• Draw pupils’ attention to the Tip! box, showing the
irregular plural fox and foxes.

Song
8

Learning adventure

sentence about one of the animals. Pupils guess which
one it is, e.g. It’s black and white. (a skunk)
• Play the song. Pupils listen and point at the animals.
They can also join in with the animal noises. Then play
the song again. Pupils listen and write the missing
animal words.
• Play the karaoke version (see Active Teach). Pupils sing
along, following the text in their books.
ANSWER KEY
frog, bat, skunks, crows

Cut-out 5

• Pupils cut out the cards. In pairs, pupils use their cards

to play a game of Matching pairs (see p. 206). When
pupils are finding the cards, encourage them to use
What’s this/that? What are these/those? When they
find two cards the same, they describe them, e.g. I’ve
got two bats. They’re small. At the end of the game,
pupils describe what their partner has got, e.g. He’s got
two fat owls.

Open books and ask pupils to look at the activities.
Ask, What are we learning today? Write the lesson
objective on the board: We’re learning words for wild
animals.

• Close books. Ask pupils what English words they know

for animals, e.g. cow, goat. Write them on the board.
• Refer to the Learning Adventure Poster and say, Great!
You are moving along your learning adventure!

Presentation

• Use the animal flashcards to teach and revise the new

Listen and write. Then sing.

• Pupils look at the pictures and name the animals. Say a

• Ask volunteers to mime an animal. Stick the Flashcards
– Animals on the board as each animal is guessed.
• Describe one of the animals using, It’s big/small. It’s
(yellow). Pupils guess the animal. Then hand out the
flashcards to seven pupils. Pupils guess which animal
each pupil has got by asking, Is it (big)? Is it (white)?

2.29

Activity Book page 42
4

Look and write.

• Pupils label the animals in the picture, choosing the
correct words from the word bank.

vocabulary. Then make sentences, combining adjectives
and animals, e.g. It’s a big bat. Mime flapping about the
classroom like a big bat. Pupils copy your actions. Repeat
with different combinations of adjectives and animals.
Include big/small and fat/thin in the sentences.

ANSWER KEY
1 bat 2 crow
7 rat 8 fox

3 owl

4 skunk

5 lizard

6 frog

Practice
7

2.28

Listen and ✓. What’s missing? Listen
again and say.

• Pupils look at the pictures at the top of the page

while you play the audio. Then play the audio again.
Pupils listen and circle the animals they hear and then
compare with a friend.
• Play the audio again for the pupils to listen and repeat.
• Attach the animal flashcards to the board. Then hold
up the animal wordcards one by one. Ask pupils to read
them, then come and attach them on the board next
to the correct flashcard.

5

Read, match and write.

• Pupils read the descriptions and match them with the
correct pictures. They then write the correct animal
words in.
ANSWER KEY
1 b, fox 2 c, frogs

3 a, crows
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5
a

b

crow

e

skunk

Is it a bat?

No, it isn’t.

9

one fox
two foxes

h

fox

2:31

m

Listen and number. Then stick.
Ask and answer.

a

b

c

1

rat
e

f

Listen and write. Then sing.

Are they
brown?

What’s this? What’s this?

What are these? What are these?

It’s got big eyes.

They’ve got a tail.

It’s small and green.

frog

Chorus

.

They’re

Chorus

.

What are those? What are those?

It’s got two wings.

They’ve got two legs.

Chorus

Lesson 3

.

Yes, they are.

munic

They’re thin and black.
They’re

Chorus

Choose. Then play a guessing game.
4

6

.
Cut-o

It’s a

m

1

What’s that? What’s that?
It’s small and brown.

10

e
at

It’s a

Are they
owls?

Yes, they are.

They’re black and white.

Co

2:29

Chorus:
I’m Max. And I’m Maisie.
We’re animal crazy!

54

No, they aren’t.

aren’t = are not

munic

d
8

Yes, they are.

Are the bats big?

isn’t = is not

lizard

g

owl

Yes, it is.

d

frog

f

Is it small?

e
at

bat

c

5

2:30

Listen and ✓. What’s
missing? Listen again and say.

2:28

Co

7

uts

Can identify wild animals

2

3

7

Is it small?
8

Lesson 4

5

Yes, it is.

Can ask and answer more questions about animals

Learning adventure
Ask pupils, How many animal words do you know now?
Give pupils a minute to tell their partner the new words
they know.

• Ask pupils, Where are you on your learning adventure now?

Ask pupils which words they find easiest or most difficult to
remember. Tell pupils, Well done! to reinforce the progress
they are making.

Pop quiz
Stick pictures of animals on the board. Describe one of the
animals, e.g. It’s got two legs. It’s white. and have pupils
guess, e.g. It’s a duck! Continue asking different pupils to
describe an animal from the lesson.
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55

Lesson 4

Target language
Is it (small)? Is it a (bat)? Yes, it is. / No, it isn’t.
Are (the bats big)? Yes, they are. / No, they aren’t.
Materials
Flashcards – Animals; Audio; slips of paper
Optional activity materials
Cut-out 5

Warm-up

• Play the song from Lesson 3 (CD2, Track 29) again.
Pupils sing and act out the animals.

• Divide pupils into groups and ask them to think of all

the animals they can name in English. Give them two
to three minutes to write down the words. Ask a pupil
from each group to list the group’s animals. The group
with the most words is the winner.

Learning adventure
Open books and ask pupils to look at the activities.
Ask, What are we learning today? Write the lesson
objective on the board: We’re learning to ask more
questions about animals.

Presentation

• Hold up an animal flashcard, e.g. a horse. Ask questions

about it, e.g. Is it small? (No, it isn’t.) Is it big? (Yes, it is.).
Then say, It isn’t small. It’s big. Make sure pupils
understand the negative sentence. Then draw a
picture of two small animals, e.g. rats, on the board.
Ask, Are they big? (No, they aren’t.) Are they small?
(Yes, they are.) Say, They aren’t big. They’re small.

2.30

Look!

• Play the audio and have pupils listen and follow the
Look! box. Then play it again, asking pupils to listen
and repeat after you.
• Distribute the animal flashcards to different pupils
in the class. The others have to guess what animal
they’ve got by using the same language and asking
questions, e.g. Is it big? Is it black? Is it green?

9

2.31

m

munic

e
at

Lesson objective
To ask and answer more questions about animals

Practice
Co

5

Listen and number. Then stick.
Ask and answer.

• Pupils look at the pictures of the different animals.

Ask, e.g. Is this a skunk? (No, it isn’t. It’s a fox.) Is it a
big fox? What colour is it?
• Help the pupils find the stickers at the back of their
books. Play the audio, pausing for pupils to stick the
stickers.
Audioscript
CD2, Track 31
1 They aren’t big. They’re small.
Are they brown?
Yes, they are.
Are they owls?
Yes, they are.
2 They’re black.
Are they small?
Yes, they are.
Are they bats?
Yes, they are.
3 It’s brown. It’s got a tail.
Is it a fox?
Yes, it is.
4 It isn’t big. It’s small. It’s got a long tail.
Is it a rat?
Yes, it is.
5 They’re green.
Are they small?
Yes, they are.
Are they lizards?
Yes, they are.
6 It isn’t big. It’s small.
Is it brown?
No, it isn’t. It’s green.
Is it a frog?
Yes, it is.

• Pupils ask and answer about the pictures in pairs.

If necessary, play the audio again for them to listen
and repeat sentences from the activity as a model.
ANSWER KEY
1b 2e 3a 4c

5f

6d
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5
2:30

Is it small?

Yes, it is.

Is it a bat?

No, it isn’t.

9

lizard
one fox
two foxes

2:31

6

aren’t = are not

b

captions. They circle the word that is incorrect
each time. Pupils then write the correct words
into the sentences.

c

1

rat
d

e

ANSWER KEY
1 big, small 2 goats, foxes
4 green, black, white

f

Are they
owls?

Yes, they are.

7

Yes, they are.

hat are these?

10

.

m

2

3

5

ANSWER KEY
1 No, it isn’t. 2 Yes, they are.
3 Yes, it is. 4 No, they aren’t.

at are those?
black.

o legs.

7

6

Cut-o

.

uts

Look at Activity 6 and write the
answers.
animals in Activity 6 again. They then answer
the questions.

Choose. Then play a guessing game.
4

1

3 duck, hen

• Pupils read the questions and look at the

munic

e
at

s

Co

and white.
a tail.

Read and circle the mistakes.
Then write.

• Pupils look at the pictures and read the

Listen and number. Then stick.
Ask and answer.

a

Are they
brown?

Activity Book page 43

No, they aren’t.

munic

e
at

Co

isn’t = is not

m

Yes, they are.

Are the bats big?

5

Is it small?
Yes, it is.

8

Pop quiz
Lesson 4

Can identify wild animals

Can ask and answer more questions about animals

55

m

munic

e
at

10

Co

Skills
Choose. Then play a guessing game.

• Ask pupils which animals they can see in their books. Then say

an animal, e.g. a cow, and pupils say one sentence about it,
e.g. It’s got four legs.
• Point at each animal and ask questions about it, e.g. Has it got
two legs? Is it brown?
• Pair pupils and have them play a guessing game. Each pupil
chooses an animal, but keeps it secret from their partner. Their
partner tries to guess the animal by asking questions, e.g. Is
it big? (Yes, it is.) Is it black and white? (Yes, it is.) Is it a cow?
(Yes, it is.)

Play a quick version of Alternative Bingo
(see p. 205). Elicit animal names and
write them on the board. Ask pupils to choose
and draw one of the animals. They then write
the name of the animal on a separate slip of
paper and put them into a bag. One pupil takes
a slip of paper out of the bag and reads the
animal word aloud. Pupils who have drawn a
picture of that animal sit down. Continue until
there is only one slip of paper left in the bag.
The pupils who have drawn that animal (and
are still standing up) are the winners.
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Are these turkeys

5

No,
small
h

Lesson 5
BEFORE Look

11

Lesson objective
To understand and act out a simple story

and ✓. What’s in the story?

a

b

Value
Respect animals

d

Target language
Where are all the animals? Is that a… ?
No, it’s a… .
Oh, be careful, Have a biscuit

12

Functional language
Argh! Phew!
Materials
Audio; Unit 5 Story cards

and read.
1

Where’s the black
and white cow?

Phew! Oh

e

WHILE Listen

2:32

5
c

Is that a sheep?

Hmm. Where are
all the animals?

No, it’s
a goat.

2

13

AFTER

1

Cows
are big.

2

Optional activity materials
Photocopiable 5.4
Are these turkeys?

Learning adventure

Horses are
VERY big.

3

What’s
that?

No, they’re
small. They’re
hens.

Open books and ask pupils to look at the
story. Ask, What are we learning today?
Write the lesson objective on the board: We’re
reading a story about helping the farmer.

4

Oh, be careful!
It’s a skunk!

3

4

Argh! I don’t
like farms!
e
at

Collabor

Warm-up

• Ask pupils to remember what happened in the
story from Unit 4. Possible questions: Who
is in the story? (Charlie, Rose, Ola, the doctor
and the new doctor) Who do Rose and Charlie
help? (the doctor) Is the new doctor happy at
the end of the story? (Yes.)

Story

• Before pupils open their books, show the

story cards for Unit 5 in turn and ask the
questions from the ‘Before reading the story’
section written on the back of each card.

11 BEFORE

story?

Look and ✓. What’s in the

• Ask pupils to look carefully at the five animals.
If you wish, ask pupils if any of them can say
what the five animals are (cat, skunk, goat,
hen, dog).
• Then ask pupils to scan the story to see which
of these animals appear in the story.
• Pupils tick and share their answers.
ANSWER KEY
Pupils tick b, c and d.

Phew! Oh, where’s Ola?

56

12

Lesson 5

2.32

WHILE

Thank you!
Have a biscuit!

Come on.

Yes, please!

14

I like
farmers.

Listen and read.

• Direct pupils’ attention to the story and ask questions about

the characters and the scene, e.g. Who can you see in the
pictures? (Rose, Charlie, Ola, some animals)
• Pre-teach the farm animal sounds. Make an animal sound and
have the pupils say what animal it is. Repeat until pupils can
recognise the animal sounds and match them with the correct
animal.
• Play the audio and have pupils listen to the story as they follow
along in their books.
• Play the audio again, pausing after each frame. Check pupils’
understanding of the story by asking questions and pointing
at the pictures: Where are they? What are they doing? Be sure
that pupils understand that Rose and Charlie help the farmer by
finding all the animals.
• Play the audio again and ask different groups of pupils to read
along with the parts of Rose, Charlie and Ola.
• See the ‘How to use stories’ section on p. 20 of the Introduction
for more ideas on how to build your pupils’ confidence with role
plays.
• Divide pupils into groups of four. Give each group a set of
cut-up story cards and have pupils place them in order.
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Act o

Horses are
VERY big.

Are these turkeys?
No, they’re
small. They’re
hens.

What’s
that?

Oh, be careful!
It’s a skunk!

5
Argh! I don’t
like farms!

5

Phew! Oh, where’s Ola?

c

Thank you!
Have a biscuit!

Yes, please!

Come on.

AFTER Read

13

2

No, it’s
a goat.

5

Values

• Draw pupils’ attention to the values topic

shown at the bottom of the page. (Respect
animals.) Explain the meaning of this. Ask
pupils to say the names of farm animals in
their country. Discuss ways that we benefit
from farm animals and things that we get
from them, e.g. milk, eggs, meat. Discuss
the importance of respecting animals and
caring for them properly, e.g. grooming them,
cleaning their living areas and making sure
they have enough food and water.

6

I like
farmers.

and circle.

Home–School link

1

• Pupils draw their favourite animal and

Are cows big?
( Yes, they are. / No, they aren’t. )

describe it to their family. They can talk about
the animal’s size and colour.

2

4

reful!
unk!

3

Is that a sheep?
( Yes, it is. / No, it isn’t. It’s a goat. )

Activity Book page 44

Are these turkeys?
( Yes, they are. / No, they aren’t. They’re hens. )

8

• Pupils read the sentences and draw the

4

correct animals.

Are horses VERY big?
( Yes, they are. / No, they aren’t. )
Argh! I don’t
like farms!

9
e
at

Collabor

14

Yes, please!

Act out the story.

Can understand and act out a simple story

57

Read and circle.

• Ask pupils to name the four animals in the pictures (cow, goat,
hens, horse).

• Ask pupils to look at the first picture and ask, Are cows big? Pupils
answer, Yes, they are. Ask pupils to circle the correct answer.

• Ask pupils to complete the activity, then invite pupils to share
their answers with the class.

ANSWER KEY
1 Yes, they are. 2 No, it isn’t. It’s a goat.
3 No, they aren’t. They’re hens. 4 Yes, they are.
Collabo

te
ra

14

Look and match.

• Pupils look and match the farm animals with

Respect animals.

I like
farmers.

13 AFTER

Read and draw.

Act out the story.

• Invite four pupil volunteers to act out the roles of Rose, Charlie,

the farmer and Ola. Play the audio while pupils mime the story
first. Then play the audio again and have pupils speak along to
the audio. Encourage pupils to say the lines from memory, using
prompts.
• Invite other groups of pupils to come to the front to act out the
story.

the products they give us or activities we can
do with them. Teach the new word wool. You
can also teach the word saddle. Ask pupils
which of these products they eat or use at
home. Ask if any pupils can ride a horse or
have horse-riding lessons.
ANSWER KEY
1c 2d 3a 4b

Pop quiz
Prepare multiple wordcards with names
of farm animals so that there is a card for
each pupil in the class. Hand out the cards and
ask pupils to keep their own card secret. Tell
pupils to imagine they are on a farm. They are
all lost and must find their own group, but
they are not allowed to show their cards. They
have to ask and answer questions in order to
find their group. Give them one or two
examples: Cow. Is it big? Is it black and white?
After all the pupils have found their group,
ask them to call out which animal they are.

Give the pupils feedback on their role play. See p. 9 for
advice on how to give feedback and useful feedback phrases.
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Lesson 6
Lesson objective
To identify which animals are awake and asleep
at night
Cross-curricular focus
Natural Science (Animals that sleep in the day or
at night)
Target language
night/day
It’s awake/asleep in the day/at night.
Materials
Learning Adventure Poster; Audio;
Flashcards – Animals; CLIL poster; pictures of
favourite animals pupils have brought to class
(optional); materials for the poster activity
Optional activity materials
Black paper for the drawing activity;
Photocopiable 5.6

Learning adventure
Open books and ask pupils to look at the activities.
Ask, What are we learning today? Write the lesson
objective on the board: We’re learning to talk about
when animals are awake and asleep.

• Close books. Ask pupils what English words they know

for animals, e.g. cow, bat. Write them on the board.
• Refer to the Learning Adventure Poster and say, Great!
You are moving along your learning adventure!

Warm-up

• Use the flashcards and the CLIL poster to revise

animals. Choose several cards and stick them on the
board. Then write the matching words next to them,
leaving out a letter in each word. Pupils complete the
words.
• If pupils have got pictures of their favourite animals,
they can show them to the class. Teach new animal
vocabulary as necessary.

Presentation
and draw a sun on one side and a moon on the other.
Point at the sun and say, It’s day. Then point at the
moon and say, It’s night. Ask pupils which animals they
have seen or heard at night, e.g. bats, foxes, owls.
• Use the flashcards and any animal pictures you’ve
brought to class. Sort the animals into groups of day
(diurnal) animals and night (nocturnal) animals by
attaching the flashcards and pictures into the correct
half of the board.

Listen and point. Then say.

2.33

• Pupils open their books and look at the photos.

Say, Point at the day/night. Then ask, Which animals
can you see in the day? (cow, horse, duck) Which
animals can you see at night? (bat, fox, owl)
• Play the audio. Pupils listen and point at the animals.
Then draw pupils’ attention to the expressions, It’s
awake at night/in the day. It’s asleep at night/in the
day. Play the audio again for pupils to listen and
repeat.
Audioscript
CD2, Track 33
1 It’s a cow. It’s awake in the day. It’s asleep
at night.
2 It’s a horse. It’s awake in the day. It’s asleep
at night.
3 It’s a duck. It’s awake in the day. It’s asleep
at night.
4 It’s a bat. It’s awake at night. It’s asleep in
the day.
5 It’s a fox. It’s awake at night. It’s asleep in
the day.
6 It’s an owl. It’s awake at night. It’s asleep in
the day.

• Check by asking questions, e.g. Is a cow asleep in the

day? (No, it’s awake.)
• Pupils can then look again at the animal flashcards and
pictures. They say whether each animal is asleep/awake
in the day or at night.

Practice
16

Read and find. Then write.

• Pupils read the texts, then match them with the

correct photos by writing the animal names in the
sentences.
• Draw pupils’ attention to the Tip! box. Explain we use
very before an adjective if something is more of that
thing than normal.
ANSWER KEY
1 bat 2 owl 3 cow

17

m

4 horse

munic

e
at

• Teach day and night. Divide the board into two halves

15

Co

5

Choose an animal. Describe it.

• Pupils work in pairs. Each pupil chooses an animal and
describes it to their partner. They can use the texts in
Activity 16 as a model.
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5
Learning adventure
15

5

W i d e r World

Ask pupils, How many animal words do
you know now? Give pupils a minute to
tell their partner the new words they know.

Listen and point. Then say.

2:33

1

• Ask pupils, Where are you on your learning

4

Life
on anow?
farm
adventure
Ask pupils which words they
find
easiest or
most
difficult
tomatch.
remember.
18
Listen
and
read. Then
Tell pupils, Well done! to reinforce the
progress
they are
a
b making.
c
d
2:34

3

2

5

6

Pop quiz
Play a game
of Oddareone
pictures
big out.
These are
These are
2 Ostriches
3 Show
4
birds. They’ve
got
ostrich chicks.
ostrich decide
eggs.
of four different
animals.
Pupils
big bodies and long
They are funny.
They are white.
which is the odd one
out can
and
Forareexample,
legs. They
runwhy.They
What colour
very
but theyan
can’t
How many
show pictures of fast
a duck,
owl, abig.goat
and a are they?
fly. The father is
eggs can you
parrot. Pupils say,black.
e.g.What
Thecolour
goat. It’s see?
got four
is the
mother?
legs. Pupils can also
play
in small groups.
1

Read and find. Then write.

16
1

It’s black and brown.
It’s got two wings.
It’s awake at night.
It’s asleep in the day.
It’s a

2

It’s got two legs and a big head.
It’s awake at night.
It’s asleep in the day.
It’s an
4

58

Co

m

It’s brown.
It’s very big.
day.
It’s awake in the
.
ht
nig
at
p
It’s aslee

.

.

It’s a

munic

e
at

17

Extension questions

It’s black and white.
It’s awake in the day.
It’s asleep at night.
It’s a

Choose an animal. Describe it.

Lesson 6

Can identify animals that are awake and asleep at night

Activity Book page 45
10

Look and read. Then write and circle.

• Pupils look and complete the captions by writing the correct
animal in the sentences. They then circle asleep or awake,
according to whether the animals are nocturnal or diurnal.
ANSWER KEY
1 fox, asleep 2 cow, asleep 3 owl, awake
4 bat, asleep 5 duck, awake

11

What farm animals are there in your country?
Look and circle. Then say.
e
c

a
Ask pupils questions which will
help to
develop their engagement and extend their
d
b
thinking.
Collabor

e
at

It’s big.
It’s very big.

19

.

.
3

My name’s
Grace. I live in
South Africa.
I live on an
ostrich farm!

20

f

1 Choose an animal.

Examples
extension questions are:
2 Draw aof
picture.
3 Write three interesting

HOME

SCHOOL
SCHOOL

which
do not have a definite LINK
• Questions
things about
your animal.
Show your animal
4 Show answer,
the class. and could elicit a range of
Yes/No
facts to your family.
answers (e.g. Which is the odd one out?)
Lesson
7
Can write about farm animals
for pupils to agree or
• Statements
disagree with, giving reasons (e.g. Dogs
are better than cats.)
Giving
the answer, for pupils to work out
•
possible questions leading to that answer
(e.g. Answer: Five. Possible question: How
many cousins do you have?)
• Point of view, encouraging pupils
to imagine things from different
perspectives (e.g. How do you think the
boy felt?)
This type of questioning requires pupils to
use higher cognitive skills than just factual
recall, and helps to illustrate their learning.

Draw the animals from Activity 10.

• Pupils draw the animals into the correct day or night picture,
depending on when the animals are awake.
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5

Lesson 7
Lesson objective
To write about farm animals
Cross-cultural focus
Life on a farm
Target language
ostrich, fly, father, mother
I live…
They’ve got…
They can/can’t…

• Play the audio. Pupils listen and read to the first text.

Ask questions, e.g. What’s her name? (Grace) Where
does she live? (on an ostrich farm)
• Pupils then listen to and read the remaining texts and
match them with the correct photos.
• Ask some more questions, e.g. What colour is the
father ostrich? What colour is the mother? What colour
are the chicks? Make sure that pupils realise that father
and mother are more formal words for dad and mum.
ANSWER KEY
1c 2a 3d 4b

Materials
Flashcards – Animals; CLIL poster; world map or globe
Optional activity materials
Photocopiable 5.7

Warm-up

• Use the animal flashcards to play a description game.

Learning adventure
Open books and ask pupils to look at the activities.
Ask, What are we learning today? Write the lesson
objective on the board: We’re making a fact file about a
farm animal.

Presentation

• Attach all the animal flashcards to the board.

Ask pupils, Which animals live on a farm? (horse, cow,
duck, etc.) Then ask pupils to tell you which are wild
animals. (fox, bat, crow, etc.)
• Use the CLIL poster to teach the new word ostrich and
revise egg and chick (from Level 1). Ask pupils if they
think ostriches are a farm animal or a wild animal and
tell them they can be both.
18

2.34

Listen and read. Then match.

• Tell pupils they are going to listen and read about life

What farm animals are there in your
country? Look and circle. Then say.

• Pupils find and circle the animals that are farmed

in their own country. They can work individually or
in pairs.
• Pupils report back to the rest of the class on the
animals they circled.
Collabo

20

te
ra

Choose an animal flashcard and make sentences about
the animal for pupils to guess. Use sentences with
colours and adjectives, sentences with have got and
sentences with can and can’t, e.g. It’s small and green.
It’s got four legs. It can jump. It can’t sing. Pupils guess,
It’s a frog. Pre-teach the new verb fly as part of this
game. After a while, pupils can take turns to describe
an animal.

19

Project

• Pupils find out about more about animals that are

farmed in their country. They choose an animal they
want to make a fact file about.
• They draw a picture of their chosen animal. Then they
write three interesting things about the animal.
• They then show their fact file to the class.
You might like to give pupils feedback on their
work.

Home–School link

• Have pupils take turns to take their animal fact file
home to show their families.

Activity Book page 46
12

Look and match.

• Pupils look at the eggs and chicks and match them

with the correct adult bird – a hen or an ostrich.
(They do this by comparing the relative sizes of the
eggs and chicks.)
ANSWER KEY
1 b, c 2 d, a

on an ostrich farm. Ask them to guess which countries
might have ostrich farms. Show them South Africa on
the world map or globe. Pupils then open their books
and tell you what they can see in the photos. Point at
the photo of the girl and explain that she is a girl who
lives on the farm. Pupils are going to read about her life.
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5
5

W i d e r World
4

Life on a farm
18

2:34

a

6

1

b

My name’s
Grace. I live in
South Africa.
I live on an
ostrich farm!

and a big head.
ht.
day.

c

2 Ostriches are big
birds. They’ve got
big bodies and long
legs. They can run
fast but they can’t
fly. The father is
black. What colour
is the mother?

3

These are
ostrich eggs.
They are white.
They are very
big. How many
eggs can you
see?

4

Make sure that pupils understand the steps
to success for the project, to enable them
to carry out the project successfully and
to the best of their ability. For example,
instead of just asking them to create
a poster, give them clear step-by-step
instructions.

These are
ostrich chicks.
They are funny.
What colour
are they?

Show pupils what is required of them. Some
pupils may need more support to keep in
mind all the key elements of a successful
project. Other pupils may be aware of
the key elements but may require further
suggestions to motivate them to improve.

c

brown.
very big.
awake in the day.
asleep at night.

e
at

a

a

Collabor

d

b
20

.

1 Choose an animal.
2 Draw a picture.
3 Write three interesting
things about your animal.
4 Show the class.

13

f

HOME

SCHOOL
SCHOOL

LINK

Show your animal
facts to your family.

Lesson 7

are awake and asleep at night

Can write about farm animals

59

• Pupils read the sentences and write True or False. They can

do this from memory or by referring back to the texts in the
Pupil’s Book.

14

3 True

4 False

5 True

Above all, project work is a chance for
pupils to produce the language they have
been learning in class, and will provide
useful assessment and remediation
opportunities.

Feedback

Read and write True or False.

ANSWER KEY
1 True 2 False

Play a game of Animal noises. Make an
animal noise, e.g. moo like a cow, and ask
pupils to guess what you are. Pupils can then
play in pairs. You could also call out animal
names and ask pupils to make the
corresponding noises.

Project success criteria

d

What farm animals are there in your country?
Look and circle. Then say.
e

19

.

Listen and read. Then match.

Pop quiz

6 False

7 True

Correct the false sentences.

• Pupils look at the sentences they marked false again. They then

write the correct version, checking their facts in the texts in the
Pupil’s Book.

Let pupils know what they have done
successfully and what they can improve
upon. For example:
Good! Your pictures are interesting and
colourful. Draw a frame for each picture.
Write a heading at the top of your poster.
Create feedback messages on stickers or
pieces of paper, which you can hand out to
pupils.
Giving pupils feedback about what they
have done successfully and what they need
to improve upon can lead to a positive
impact on their achievement.

ANSWER KEY
Ostriches are big. They’ve got long legs. The father ostrich is
black.
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5

Review
Lesson objective
To assess and use what I have learnt in Unit 5
Materials
Learning Adventure Poster; Paper; Audio;
Flashcards from all previous units
Optional activity materials
Grammar reference; Unit 5 Extra practice;
Animated Story – The farm; Test Booklet p. 24
(Unit 5)

• Then ask pupils to look at the pictures again and read

the sentences. They complete the sentences with the
words in the box. Point out the example.
• Go through the answers as a class.
• Ask pupils to take out the appropriate sticker from
the back of their books. They stick the sticker in place
if they feel they’ve learnt the unit vocabulary and
language successfully.
ANSWER KEY
1d 2a 3b 4c
1 They’re 2 grey 3 bat
6 hens

4 sheep

5 orange

Learning adventure
Open books and ask pupils to look at the activities.
Ask, What are we learning today? Write the lesson
objective on the board: We’re thinking about our
learning adventure.

• Close books. Ask pupils what they know about animals.
Write their ideas on the board.
• Refer to the Learning Adventure Poster and say,
Great! You are moving along your learning adventure!

Warm-up

• Write several sentences on the board as headings.

Write, It’s got two legs. It’s got four legs. It’s brown.
It’s white. It’s black. It’s big. It’s small. It’s fat. It’s thin.
It can fly. It can jump. Divide pupils into groups and
give each group a sheet of blank paper. Pupils copy the
sentence headings onto the paper and list the relevant
animals below each heading. Award points for each
animal listed and choose a winning group.

22

Read and match. Then write.

• Have pupils read the sentences, then draw a line to
match them with the correct pictures.

• Pupils then complete the name of the animal by

writing the correct letters on the lines below the
picture.
• Check answers as a class.
• Ask pupils to take out the appropriate sticker from
the back of their books. They stick the sticker in place
if they feel they’ve learnt the unit vocabulary and
language successfully.
ANSWER KEY
1 c, sheep 2 a, horse

3 d, duck

4 b, cow

Practice
21

2.35

Listen and number. Then look and write.

• Play the audio for pupils to listen and number the
pictures. Play the audio again for pupils to check
their answers.

Audioscript
CD2, Track 35
1 Are the hens white?
No, they aren’t.
2 What are those?
They’re white and brown. They’re goats.
3 Is it small and grey?
Yes, it is.
Is it a bat?
Yes, it is.
4 Are they white?
Yes, they are.
Are they sheep?
Yes, they are.
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5
16
Listen and number. Then look
and write.

2:35

orange bat

grey

hens

sheep they’re

a

They’re white and brown.
goats.

1

It’s 2

.

1

It’s white. It’s got four legs.

2

It’s big. It’s brown.
It’s got four legs.

4

It’s got short legs.
It’s got wings.

a

h

• Use the flashcards for the unit to revise the

.
.

b

e

c

It’s big. It’s black and white.
It’s fat.
s

60

Picture dictionary (Activity Book p. 83)

Read and match. Then write.

22

3

They’re

6

It 6 ( has got / hasn’t got ) small
eyes.

Review

c

w

d

h e ep

d

k

Can assess what I have learnt in Unit 5

Activity Book page 47
15

2.36

Listen, ✓ and colour.

• Play the audio. Pupils listen and tick (✓) the picture they hear
being described each time. Pupils then colour in the animals
they have ticked, according to the colours on the audio.

Audioscript
CD2, Track 36
1 I haven’t got legs and I haven’t got wings. I’ve got big
eyes. I can’t climb, but I can swim! I’m green and blue.
2 I’ve got two legs and two wings. I’m brown. I’ve got big
yellow eyes. I’m asleep in the day and awake at night.
3 I’ve got four legs and I’m big. I’m black and white.
I’ve got big eyes and big ears. I haven’t got a big tail.
4 I’ve got four legs. I’ve got big ears and small black eyes.
I am awake at night and asleep in the day. I’m brown.

ANSWER KEY
1a 2b 3a 4a

new
vocabulary
(animals). Write the category
24
Draw and write. Tell the class.
headings on the board – Farm animals
and Wild animals. Ask pupils
to crazy
say which
This is my
animal!
category each new word
belongs
to and
It’s
attach the cards to the board.
It’s
Pupils
then turn to the Picture dictionary
•
isn’t
section on p. 83 of the ItActivity
Book. Pupils
play a game in pairs using
the
Unit
5 pictures
It’s got
in the Picture dictionary.
Each
pupil
takes
It’s got
turns to say a word and his/her partner points
hasn’t got
to the correct picture. It
Stronger
pupils may
wish to cover the written words below each
picture.
m

munic

e
at

.

They’re 5

1
orange

( It’s / They’re ) a frog-fox.

It’s got 5 ( short / long ) legs.

d

They’re white. They’re
4

numbered animals in the picture and answer
the questions.
This is my crazy animal!
ANSWER KEY
It’s 2 ( small / big ).
1 Yes, it is.
It 3 ( is / isn’t ) black. It’s green,
2 No, they aren’t. (They’re
black.)
brown
and white.
3 No, it isn’t. It’s an owl.
It’s got 4 ( two / four ) wings.
4 No, they aren’t. They’re hens.

.

It’s a 3

c

read
look for the
• Pupils
23
Readthe
and questions,
circle.

1

b

5

Look, read and write.

Co

21

I C AN
T!
DO IT!

Learning adventure

.
.
.
.
.
.

Can use what I have learnt in Unit 5

Ask pupils how they feel about their
learning. Pupils say what they have found
easy or difficult. Encourage pupils to feel
positively about their learning.

• Ask pupils, Where are you on your learning

adventure now? Ask pupils which words they
find easiest or most difficult to remember.
Tell pupils, Well done! to reinforce the
progress they are making.

Pop quiz
Play a game of Memory. Stick two
flashcards from each unit on the board,
face down. Pupils turn over two cards saying
the word as the card is turned over. The aim is
to match two cards from the same category
(e.g. a duck and a horse, mum and dad).
Cards that don’t match are turned over again.
After all cards are face up, choose different
cards and play again.
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5
Learning adventure
Ask pupils if they can remember the things they
have been learning in the unit, e.g. sheep, frog.
Write their ideas on the board.

• For each idea, ask pupils, Where are you on your
learning adventure? Reassure less confident pupils that
they will have opportunities for more practice.

Extra practice (Active Teach)
1

• Ask the class to describe the animals in the pictures.
They then complete the descriptions by circling and
writing words.
• Check answers with the class.

Practice
23

Circle and write.

ANSWER KEY
Horse: small / big / It’s / four / It’s / horse
Ducks: They’re / black / white / two / They’re / ducks

Read and circle.

• Point to the picture and ask, Is this a real animal or a
crazy animal? Pupils answer, Crazy.

• Ask pupils to look at the picture and then say, It’s a

frog-fox or They’re a frog-fox? Ask for a pupil to answer
It’s. Point out the example.
• Ask pupils to look at the picture, read the sentences
and circle their answers. Then invite pupils to share
their answers with the class.
• Ask pupils to take out the appropriate sticker from
the back of their books. They stick the sticker in place
if they feel they’ve learnt the unit vocabulary and
language successfully.

m

munic

e
at

24

Co

ANSWER KEY
1 It’s 2 small 3 isn’t 4 two 5 long 6 hasn’t got

Draw and write. Tell the class.

• Tell pupils that they are going to design a crazy animal.
Give them a minute or two to think about what their
crazy animal looks like. Tell them to think about its
body parts, what colour it is, what it has/hasn’t got,
etc.
• Pupils draw and colour their crazy animal.
• Ask pupils to think of a name for their crazy animal.
They then look at the sentences and complete them.
They can use the text in Activity 23 to help them.
• Invite a pupil to stand up and tell the class about their
crazy animal and show them their picture. Repeat the
procedure with other pupils.
• Ask pupils to take out the appropriate sticker from
the back of their books. They stick the sticker in place
if they feel they’ve learnt the unit vocabulary and
language successfully.

2

Look at Activity 1. Read and match.

• Pupils look at Activity 1 and match the questions and

answers. Check answers by reading out the questions
and having pupils give the correct answer.
ANSWER KEY
1c 2a 3d 4b

Learning adventure
Ask pupils, What do you think you have learnt in
Unit 5? Give pupils a minute to tell their partner
the new language they know.

• Ask pupils, Where are you on your learning adventure?

Pupils indicate where they think they are on the
Learning Adventure Poster. Tell pupils, Well done! to
reinforce the progress they are making.
• Ask pupils if they are ready to move onto the next
unit. Tell pupils that it is fine if they do not remember
everything as they will continue to practise throughout
the level.
• Encourage pupils to ask if they’ve got any questions
about what they learnt in Unit 5.

Pop quiz
Invite pupils to the board. Begin the game by
saying, On my farm there’s a duck. The second
pupil says the same sentence and adds another animal.

ANSWER KEY
Pupils’ own answers
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5
I C AN
T!
DO IT!

23

5

Read and circle.
This is my crazy animal!

re

1

( It’s / They’re ) a frog-fox.

It’s 2 ( small / big ).
It 3 ( is / isn’t ) black. It’s green,
brown and white.

.

It’s got 4 ( two / four ) wings.

.

It 6 ( has got / hasn’t got ) small
eyes.

.

24

Co

.
m

munic
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It’s got 5 ( short / long ) legs.

Draw and write. Tell the class.
This is my crazy animal!

c

d

w

It’s

.

It’s

.

It isn’t

.

It’s got

.

It’s got

.

It hasn’t got

.

k

ss what I have learnt in Unit 5

Can use what I have learnt in Unit 5
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